Trackd is an 8 Track social recording studio on your
phone, enabling Artists to record, collaborate and
make money from their fans around the world.
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Meet the cohort
Golf Guru's mission is to create
happier, healthier-minded golfers
who leave the game better than
they found it. They are a nonlinear, forward-thinking
organisation, from the content
they make to the tech they use.
Above all of that, Golf Guru is all about 'feel-good
golf'. Golf Guru focuses on gratitude, openness,
inclusion, and mental well-being at the
conversation's forefront. They're creating a
community that thinks, feels and plays better golf.
There is unprecedented consumer
demand for privacy as people
strive to support their sexual &
relationship wellness.
pleazeme enables people to anonymously interact
with sexual wellness content to make betterinformed decisions about relationships that fit their
personal preferences.
pleazeme covers everything from access to sexual
wellness experts to product innovations, learning,
exploration and entertainment. With over 442
businesses & non-profits across the world already
benefiting from the freemium platform, pleazeme is
moving rapidly to establish itself as the social media
answer for businesses across the sexual wellness &
pleasure industry.
vTail is a clinician-friendly digital
communications app enabling
easy, instant, HIPAA-compliant
communications with medical products companies.
Twenty corporate customers in the USA focused on
Wound Care are on a 6-month free trial, potentially
resulting in £2,000,000 ARR by the end of the year.

The same way Patreon has opened up the market
for other direct to fan engagement niches, Trackd
through our unique ChipIn® technology is giving
Artists the revenue they deserve and fans the music
they need to hear.
Emoquo is a unique emotional
intelligence platform, delivering
digital coaching and people
analytics for organisations that
wish to increase their people's
engagement and performance.
Pilots are underway with NHS and Scottish Education
and a live solution is active for 2,000 people across
eight clients, including Nestle, RCP, Atran and
Alliance Medica. emoquo has won an award as the
Best Preventative Mental Health.

The post-pandemic 'new retail
norm' will be based on
accommodating a lifestyle
accelerated by COVID-19.
Research shows that business
owners and operators of 'Bricks &
Mortar' retail and hospitality outlets, with the highest
degree of touchless automation in-store, will enjoy a
clear competitive advantage.
With 53% of global transactions at Point of Sale being
contactless within the next five years, the already
operational toodle multi-dimensional App &
platform ensures merchants benefit from reduced
costs and enhanced experiences.

Just Fix takes the stress and
anxiety out of finding reliable
tradespeople when you need
them urgently – fixing home
maintenance emergencies
immediately.
Its online platform connects homeowners, tenants,
and landlords to trusted tradespeople available in
their area, in real-time.

